Directions to Assynt House:

From Inverness follow the A9 signposted north towards Wick, which takes you over the Kessock Bridge and then the Cromarty Bridge. Once over the Cromarty Bridge turn right at the roundabout signposted A9 North. Evanton is signposted to the left of the A9, Take this turning and follow the road through the village of Evanton.

Immediately after the Black Rock Caravan Park on your left there is a signpost to Assynt 1½ miles and Glenglass 5 miles. Take this turning and follow the road, keeping left when the road forks. Follow the road for exactly 1½ miles, you will come to a sharp bend in the road at that this point if you look to your right Assynt House can be seen through the trees. It’s easy to miss the next driveway on your right opposite the farm, look out for a large stone engraved ‘Assynt House’ the entrance has a white gate, follow the drive to your destination. See you there!

Please note, if you enter our postcode IV16 9XW into the satellite navigation it will take you further up the road as the postcode covers a large area. We are exactly 1.5 miles up the Glen Glass road.